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DEBBIE MARTINEZ
CON LOS MARIACHIS TENAMPA Y DEL NORTE
De Bennie Martinez

MIS AMIGOS;
DEBBIE AND HER FAMILY HERE AT MORE RECORDS HOPE YOU WILL ENJOY THIS ALBUM AT LEAST HALF AS MUCH AS SHE ENJOYED RECORDING IT FOR YOU. OUR SINCERE THANKS TO YOU AND OTHERS SUCH AS DISTRIBUTORS, SALES PERSONNEL, BACK-UP MUSICIANS, ANNOUNCERS, ETC., FOR CONTRIBUTING SO MUCH TO HER SUCCESS. SOBRETODO . . . . . . . . . GRACIAS A DIOS!
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RECORDED AT ALTA VISTA STUDIOS; HERMAN MARTINEZ, ENGINEER

ALTHOUGH A SOPHISTICATED AND POLISHED PERFORMER IN FRONT OF HER AUDIENCE, ONCE OFFSTAGE, DEBBIE IMMEDIATELY REVERTS TO BEING A TYPICAL TEENAGER.

"LA CHICANITA" LOVES THE OUT- DOORS AND IS AS MUCH AT HOME ASTRIDE HER FAVORITE HORSE AS SHE IS IN FRONT OF A MICROPHONE.